the withdrawal from norway, may 8, 1940
Now, that is the story of what happened, and why. As I have
said, all the responsible Naval and Military and Air authorities,
together with the Ministers principally concerned, and the War
Cabinet, were at every stage united; and I expect that if any
dozen Members of this House had been brought into this matter
day by day they would equally have been united. But that does
not, of course, end the question. Even if we assume that that view
is right and that we could have been masters of Trondheirn, or its
ruins for such it would have speedily become, by 25th April, the
question immediately arose: Could we have brought to bear a suffi-
cient army south of Trondheirn to hold the invader or drive him off ?
It is true that we should have had one good aerodrome together
with proper quays for landing larger forces, and artillery, and that
we might by this time, perhaps, have been building up a front on
a line, south of Trondheirn, between the sea and the Swedish
border, but even if we had, at the present time, got 25,000 or
30,000 Allied troops into action on this front, which, in view of the
enemy's air superiority is highly questionable, such a force would not
have been able to arrive in time or been equipped with the necessary
artillery in time, or been able to get anything like equal air support
in time. I do not believe that it would have been able to withstand
the immense weight of the attack which was being delivered by the
Germans from their magnificent base at Oslo and up the two lines
of railway and road from Oslo to the north. There can be no
doubt whatever that the German base at Oslo and the German
communications northward were incomparably superior to anything
that we could have obtained at Trondheirn, and at the various
small ancillary landing places which we used. It would have been
a very unsatisfactory struggle, at a great disadvantage and at
disproportionate cost to the Allies. There are already over 120,000
German troops operating in South and Central Norway and although
we could have thrown in continual reinforcements, I cannot believe
that there was the slightest chance of ultimate success, and it would
have been a struggle between an army based on Trondheirn and a
German army based on Oslo. That aspect of the matter had to
be considered by the military experts as to whether the Germans
could reinforce more quickly than we could. There was no means
by which their air superiority could have been overcome. We
should therefore have been committed to a forlorn operation on
an ever-increasing scale.
Therefore, whatever view we may take of the chances of the
attack on Trondheirn, the decision to abandon it, although
it was taken for different reasons from those I have just
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